Some classes of queue automata (deterministic and nondeterministic), i.e. machines equipped with one or more FIFO tapes, and corresponding languages are considered. For quasi-real-time (QRT) deterministic machines, recognition power, closure properties and counting capabilities are studied. We introduce a generative system for some queue languages, the breadth-first context-free grammars (BCF), which are the same as context-free grammars but for the ordering of terminals which is breadth-first, i.e. the least recently produced nonterminal symbol must be rewritten first. BCF languages are recognized essentially by stateless queue automata; they are semilinear, closed with respect to permutation and homomorphism, but not with respect to intersection with regular sets. A periodicity property (pumping lemma) is proved for BCF languages, whence comparisons with other families are obtained.
Some classes of queue automata (deterministic and nondeterministic), i.e. machines equipped with one or more FIFO tapes, and corresponding languages are considered. For quasi-real-time (QRT) deterministic machines, recognition power, closure properties and counting capabilities are studied.
For such machines, by showing that the language L,= uj= 1 L,, Lj={ba"' b...a"va"'b) can be recognized with J queues but not with fewer, an infinite hierarchy theorem, which contradicts the known results for nondeterministic machines, is proved. Restricted palindromes can be recognized with two queues.
We introduce a generative system for some queue languages, the breadth-first context-free grammars (BCF), which are the same as context-free grammars but for the ordering of terminals which is breadth-first, i.e. the least recently produced nonterminal symbol must be rewritten first. BCF languages are recognized essentially by stateless queue automata; they are semilinear, closed with respect to permutation and homomorphism, but not with respect to intersection with regular sets. A periodicity property (pumping lemma) is proved for BCF languages, whence comparisons with other families are obtained.
Finally, a homomorphic characterization of any queue language is presented: L=h(RnB), where h is a homomorphism (nonerasing if L is QRT), R a regular set and B a BCF language. The result can be extended to multiqueue automata.
Introduction
In automata theory basic memory devices have been considered: pushdown stacks, sequential tapes, counters and bags, etc. However, FIFO queues -a fundamental data structure -despite their intuitive appeal, received only occasional attention [6, 19, 201 real-time (and quasi-real-time) automata, deterministic and nondeterministic with one or more FIFO queues. The resulting picture is rather complete with regard to closure and decidability properties, but less so with regard to language family inclusion properties.
In another related direction, paralleling the classical theory of context-free grammars and pushdown automata, we consider breadth-first grammars (BCF) [2] as generative systems for queue languages. BCF grammars differ from context-free grammars in the application of rewriting rules to derivations: the least recently produced nonterminal symbol in a sentential form must be rewritten first by appending the nonterminal part of the right-hand side of the used production at the end of the sentential form. In other words, nonterminals in a sentential form are inserted and removed by FIFO discipline. The corresponding recognizer is a FIFO automaton, which essentially does not use finite states. Then, we relate the languages they generate to the previous ones.
The contents of this paper are as follows. First (Section 2) queue automata are defined in the general case, i.e. with any number of FIFO queues. The class of languages recognized with any number of tapes is the same as the class recognized by Turing machines with the same number of tapes. This remains true for the classes 9 and NY, i.e. for recognition in polynomial time by deterministic and nondeterministic machines, respectively.
Then we focus on quasi-real-time, and deterministic automata in particular. Such devices do fairly well from the point of view of "counting":
e.g. they can recognize (with a single queue) sequences of Fibonacci numbers (coded in unary base). Section 3 provides basic properties of the corresponding families of languages. It is shown that the class of languages accepted in quasi-real time by nondeterministic queue automata is closed with respect to union, intersection, concatenation, c-free homomorphisms and inverse homomorphisms. Instead, its deterministic counterpart is a boolean algebra. Also, the counting capabilities of queue automata are presented in terms of difference equations and compared with the power of more classical counter machines [14] . Basic undecidability results are given, slightly generalizing the previous literature [20] . In Section 4 it is shown that the class of languages recognized by quasi-real-time deterministic queue automata is an infinite hierarchy with respect to the number of FIFO queues used by the machine. In Section 5 we consider breadth-first context-free grammars and recall their basic properties. A homomorphic characterization of general queue languages is presented: every language recognized by a (quasi-real-time) queue automaton is the (E-free) homomorphic image of the intersection of a regular language and breadth-first context-free languages.
Finally, Section 6 summarizes the family inclusion relations and lists some open problems. For brevity, most trivial proofs have been omitted or just sketched and formal details limited to the less obvious statements. A long and fairly tedious proof has been moved to the Appendix.
Definitions and examples
A queue automaton is a recognizer equipped with unbounded FIFO memory. It is provided with an input tape and one or more queues, i.e. unbounded tapes having a reading head positioned at the beginning of the queue and a writing head at the end. In a move, the automaton reads a symbol from input and memory tapes, and writes some string at the end of the queues.
Whereas a pushdown automaton can leave its stack contents unchanged simply by pushing the same symbol it has popped, the FIFO policy of a queue does not allow that. However, in order to allow the so-called s-moves, we consider the queue automaton as a particular case of Turing machine with one or more tapes, and with two heads on each tape positioned at the ends of the written string. At any move the heads can hold or shift, independently, but only in one and the same direction. If the head positioned at the beginning of the string shifts by one position, the underlying character is cancelled (read). Otherwise, the head stays at the same position, without changing the character. This point of view allows, in our opinion, an easier and less involved definition of determinism.
It is formalized in the following definitions.
Definition 2.1 (queue automaton).
A k-tape nondeterministic queue automaton M -shortly a FIFOk -is a 7-tuple (Q, ,Y, r, 6, qO, 2, F) where Q is a finite set of internal states, C is a finite input alphabet, r is a finite memory alphabet, 6 is a (possibly partial) transition mapping given by (where Pi is the set of finite subsets of a set E), q06Q is the initial state, ZEN is the initial memory symbol, and Fc_Q is the set of final states.
H and S are two special symbols describing the movement of the tapes and meaning "hold" and "shift", respectively (see Definition 2.5). An element of {H, S} is denoted by Di, where D stands for "decision". A graphical representation of 6 is shown in Fig. 1 . 
Definition 2.2 (determinism).
1 This allows a deterministic behavior of the machine even when the tape is not shifted. This remark explains why we decided to formalize the behavior of the queue automaton on the basis of hold and shift moves rather than using the classical E-moves of the theory of pushdown automata. Since the above statement applies as well to deterministic and nondeterministic machines, we obtain that the class of languages accepted by queue automata is the class of recursively enumerable languages, and that the two classes 9 and JVP? equal the classes of languages accepted by deterministic and nondeterministic queue automata, respectively, in polynomial time. On the other hand, many possible applications of this kind of machine result in a better modeling of "practical"
automata. An interesting and realistic operating condition seems the requirement that the automata operate in quasi-real time. 
Definition 2.8 (quasi-real time

Basic properties of quasi-real time queue automata
In this section we give some preliminary and fairly simple properties of %d. In Section 3.1 we show that operating in quasi-real time does not increase power with respect to strict real-time, whether deterministic or nondeterministic; acceptance by final state is not more powerful than acceptance by empty queue, but only in the Remark. The same reasoning applies as well, with minor modifications, to the case of pushdown automata. However, to the best of our knowledge, only partial statements are given in the literature on this aspect [14] . Related properties for RESET machines are given in [S] (see also [12] for some remarks on generalized families of quasireal-time automata (AFA)). Sketch of the proof. First it is simple to show that acceptance by empty queue and final state is not more powerful than acceptance by empty queue. In fact, it is sufficient that the automaton "foresees" when the queue is going to be emptied one move before the fact in order to avoid the need for final states to decide acceptance. This can be obtained, even maintaining the real-time property, by collapsing two consecutive queue symbols-one of these encoding the emptiness of the queue-into a single one. Apart from a few particular cases, which are not mentioned because they do not involve the rationale of the construction, M' accepts a string only when reading from the queue a symbol of type A". After having read such a symbol, it stops, whether accepting or not.
If there is a sequence of M moves accepting a given input string, then there is also a sequence of M' moves accepting the same string and, conversely, by no way M' can accept a string that would be rejected by M.
0
We will see in Section 4 that the same property does not hold for deterministic automata. This will be a corollary (Corollary 4.2(vi)) to Theorem 4.1. Sketch of the proof. Once a NQAk has been transformed into an equivalent one that accepts by empty queue, the closure with respect to concatenation and *-operation follows by a fairly standard reasoning (the emptiness of the queue is marked by a suitable symbol).
Also, for any NQAk M and homomorphism h, the construction
follows a fairly standard path. Similarly, if h is s-free, an M' accepting h(L(M)) can be easily built.
q
Note that, if h is not s-free, the automaton obtained by the construction to accept h(L(M)) is not, in general, quasi-real-time.
In fact, the following statement holds.
Statement 3.7. ~V"ii?d is not closed under general homomorphism.
Proof. We know from [12] that, if a full AFL (i.e. a family of languages that is closed under concatenation, union, *-operation, homomorphism and inverse homomorphism) contains the language {a"b" 1 n 3 l} and is closed under intersection, then it contains all recursively enumerable languages.
Were JV"_%& closed under general homomorphism, it would satisfy the hypotheses of the above theorem. But, clearly, it does not contain all recursively enumerable languages. 0
In Section 4 we prove the following statement (nonclosure properties of Z?JZ!) as a corollary to Theorem 4.1. 
Counting properties
As many examples in Section 2 have already shown, QA's have a wide counting capability. In fact, let C = {a} be a unary alphabet. We say that a (strictly increasing) sequence S= {nk} of integers is recognized by some QA M if
For instance, Fibonacci numbers LFN and squares Ls were in the list. The construction of the automata accepting those languages can be easily generalized in such a way as to obtain the following statement. Remark. The sequence {nk} defined by n k+ 1 -nk=(nk)', with n1 = 1, is accepted by a QA2.
Remark. Suppose (mk} is accepted by some QA, MI. Then it is easy to construct a QA2 M2 recognizing (nk} given by the nonhomogeneous equation
where the initial data are as in Statement 3.8.
Let us now compare counting properties of QA's with other classical families of automata.
Following [14] , a deterministic counter machine is a deterministic PDA such that ~ its storage alphabet contains only two symbols: Z,, and C; _ Z0 is used only as stack-bottom marker, i.e. the transition function 6 is such that
6(q, a, ZO)=(q', CkZO) with k>O or 6(q, a, Z,,)=(q', E);
Sk, a, C) = <4', Cj> with j > 0.
The following statements relate pushdown counter machines with QA's. 
Decidability properties
Whereas the membership problem is obviously decidable for the whole class N3!&, all other classical problems are undecidable even for &?'l. This is a consequence of the following statement.
Statement 3.12. The emptiness problem is undecidable for 9~2~.
This statement is already known [7] . However, since we do not know of any published proof, it seems worth to give the following sketch of the proof.
Sketch of the proof. We will show that if the problem (L = $?), with L in _5?d1, were decidable, then even the problem (L=fi?), for any recursively enumerable language L would be decidable. The proof follows the following classical schema.
Let M be any Turing machine whose alphabet is C and state space is Q. Let c be a configuration of M coded in the classical way [lS] as a string xqy, with x, yeC*, qEQ (x denotes the portion of M's tape that contains all nonblank symbols to the left of the head; y denotes the portion to the right, including the symbol under the head). Let co denote the initial configuration of M and cF the final one, i.e. a configuration whose state qF is an accepting state. Let $$C.
We define the language L by L={cO$cl$...$cF~~i>o ci+l is in the transition relation with ci for M}.
Let us build a queue automaton
A such that L = L(A). First A scans co. In doing so it stores c1 into its memory tape. This can be done even in real time (i.e. in lg(co) moves) by the following moves:
(1) Store the x portion of co into the queue exactly as it is.
(2) After having read q. (usually q. is the first symbol of co) and the following symbol, write a suitable string uqvEC*QZ* into the queue in order to code the new tape configuration. (3) Copy the remaining portion of c0 into the bottom of the tape until $ is read.
After the first scan, each ci is read and compared with the memory tape contents. In doing SO, CL+ 1 is stored into the memory tape with the same technique as before. A stops and accepts the input iff the last read configuration is the final one. Thus, L(A) = L = $!I iff the language accepted by M is empty. 0
The following corollaries can be easily derived from Statement 3.12 and from the fact that _?LEZ~ is closed with respect to complementation.
Corollary 3.13. For any L1, Lz in 9dl
(1) it is undecidable whether LlnL2 =fl; (2) it is undecidable whether L1 G Lz; (3) it is undecidable whether L, = Lz.
Obviously, the same undecidability results hold for any other class including L&i. These somewhat generalize statements by Vollmar [20] .
The _Z._d hierarchy
In this section we compare two results about counting capabilities of automata in 9&. In fact, Theorem 4.1 is a hierarchy theorem, i.e. a substantially negative result, whereas Theorem 4.3 shows that a family of languages that is somewhat related to the previous hierarchy is completely contained in 9-02,. The strict hierarchy of L&' appears to be in sharp contrast with the fact that JlrZ?& =NkMZ [3] . Also, it is interesting to compare the present hierarchy with other hierarchy results [l, 211. We prove first the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1 (hierarchy theorem). to i. i.e. The classes ZM', form a strict hierarchy with respect
Proof. Consider the following languages:
We shall prove that LJ~SWJ, but $LFZ-~. On the one hand, it is quite easy to build a QA, automaton A accepting LJ. Queue j stores a 'j, whereas the other tapes are halting. Whenever b is found, j is increased by 1 up to its maximum value J; if, on the contrary, c is read from the input, a simple erasing sequence compares the lengths of input and queue contents, checking for equality. On the other hand, let us prove the negative part of the theorem.
Step 1: When reading a"', the automaton must store in some queue (say queue 1) an unbounded string growing (not necessarily linearly) with IZ~.
More precisely, for any given integer K, a corresponding N, can be chosen such that, if n, > Ni, (qo,ba"',Z . ..)E*<ql.E,y,, . ..> with ly113Kl.
If not, two integers n, #ml could be found (by a classical argument), such that the automaton would recognize bu"'cu"" b, as well as ba"'ca"'b and bamlcamlb.
Step 2: Queue 1 is then "lost" for the storage of n2 because, if n, is sufficiently large, the string written during this phase is "too far" from the head of the memory tape to be read in QRT if c is found in the input string. In fact, if K 1 is large enough with respect to n2 (i.e. if n2 6 Mz, K1 > 2K,,, = 2p(l+ M2), where p is the QRT constant of the where x1 = ba"', x2 = ban*, x3 = can2b and qFE F. Note that every phase of the previous computation can be performed in two essentially different ways: either the string yi is "definitely hold", or it is "unboundedly shifted" in the queue. This means that either (i) for sufficiently long Xi the queue yi takes the form yiy;', with yi fixed, or (ii) the first character (actually: every character) of yi is shifted for a suitable Xi. Denote by Hi and Si, respectively, these computation policies. Obviously, this behavior may depend on the previously read portion of the input. Now suppose that case HI occurs (together with S,). Then we note that, since the QA acts (for n1 > N;') as a loop-free FA, the string y1 can be decomposed into y1 =y;y;', with y; periodic (i.e. y;'=L" for n, =N1 +&I~). Because of the finiteness of Q, 121 and r, m and N2 can be chosen sufficiently large so that there exist q, qFEQ, n'; = N2 + k"h > n; = N2 + k'h and a prefix ,U of 2 such that the following computations hold. Finally, suppose that cases S1 and S2 occur. Then, because of the finiteness of Q, K1 (and consequently, N, ) can be chosen sufficiently large so that there exist which is a contradiction because ba" ; ba"; can;' b$ LJ.
Step 3. Then at least a second queue (say, queue 2) is necessary to store n, (or some function of n2, unboundedly growing with its argument), and so on, because if ItI 9 n, B n3 both queue 1 and queue 2 are "lost" for n3. 0 First M reads ba"'ba"* and records the values n,, n2 into y1 by using "pair symbols":
( +, 0), (+, +) and (0, +) "count" 1, 1 and 0, respectively, for n,, and 0, 1 and 1 for n2. We denote the value of y1 after such a reading as (n,, nz). If nz>nl, the check n; =n2, n; =nl can be performed quite easily. Thus, let us focus our attention on the case n, > n2. In this case y1 will contain n2 pairs of the type ( +, + ) and nl -n2 pairs of the type (+, 0). During the reading of a";, M acts as follows: it rewrites the elements (+, +) of y1 on the queue as (+, 0); the elements ( +, 0) are rewritten as (+, -). Thus, after this phase y1 contains It1 pairs as before; m2 of them are ( +, + ), rn; are ( +, -) and p = n, -(m2 + m;) are ( +, 0). Obviously, the original input is in LPJ iff rn; = m, and n; =nl.
During the reading of a";, M scans yl, generally, at "double speed", compared to the input tape. Precisely, for each a read from the input ~ if the symbol read from y1 is (+, 0), it is just erased; _ two consecutive ( +, + ) and two consecutive ( +, -) are replaced by a single, identical pair. _ a <+, -) followed by a (+, +) (or vice versa) is replaced by a (+, 0). In order to check this, M acts as follows:
~ it performs check 1 by means of its finite memory; _ shifts one input a iff the remainder of n,/2 is odd;
~ repeats the previous "halving" procedure until either a failure is found or the input is completely scanned and yl has been reduced to E (apart from the endmarker). Construction of a general machine accepting the language LPJ for an arbitrary J consists of a thorough extension of the above automaton. Its main features are the 4 Possibly incremented by 1 use of "array cells" consisting of J-tuples of elements and the introduction of an auxiliary queue in order to apply the halving procedure only to a suitable subset of indices. The details of construction are given in the Appendix.
Breadth-first grammars and their relations to FIFO automata
In this section we define and develop a theory of breadth-first (BF) phrase structure grammars. Their novelty with respect to the classical grammars comes from a different application of rewriting rules to derivations: the least recently produced nonterminal symbol must be rewritten first. The rewriting rule consists of (a) replacing the left-hand side by the terminal part of the right-hand side; (b) enqueuing the nonterminal part of the right-hand side at the end of the sentential form.
The naturally corresponding recognizer is then a queue automaton. However, the idea of BF grammars is original, and corresponds to automata making a restricted use of states (for type 2 grammars).
We give a classification of BF grammars analogous to the one of Chomsky and we show that BF grammars of type 0 and 1 have the same generative capacity of their classical counterparts, and correspond to unrestricted queue automata and to linearly bounded queue automata, respectively. Type 2 BF grammars (or breadth-first context-free) are essentially different from context-free grammars (e.g. they generate the anagrams on three letters, but not the palindromes).
Essentially, BCF languages are recognized by a queue automaton with a single state, and obey an interesting "pumping" lemma which allows us to obtain some language family comparisons.
The proofs of these statements are omitted as they can be found in [a] . Their main result is that the languages recognized by queue automata are obtained as a homomorphic image of the intersection of BCF and regular languages. The reflexive and transitive closure, the transitive closure and r applications of * are written as a*, *+ and *I, respectively. (1) a-+xp and 1 cc / < 1 x/3], with the possible exception of the production S+E whose occurrence in P implies, however, that S does not occur on the right-hand side of any production in P. (2) A-PXCI (xg:C*) (also called breadth-first context-free) (3) A+xB or A+x (xgZ*).
Clearly, the language generated by a type 3 BF grammar coincides with the regular language generated by the same type 3 grammar.
Example 5.5. The type 2 grammar G1 =((S, A, B, C}, {a, b, c}, {S+ABCS, A-A, A-a, B+B, B+b, C-C, C+c, S-E}, S) generates the language L1 =L(G,)
of the words which are anagrams of (abc)*.
The type 2 grammar G2 =({S, A, B}, {a, b}, {S+AB, A+aAA, A-tu, B-+bB, B+b}, S) generates L2={u"Lbu"2b...a"iba"i+1ba*~i>1, nl=l, Vi Odni+1~2ni). Palindromes (Example 5.5, language L3) are not recognized by a real-time queue automaton [S] . In the rest of this section, properties of type 2 BF grammars are studied in more depth since they notably differ from the properties of context-free grammars.
The type 1 grammar G3=((S,
Let L(G) be generated by a type 2 BF grammar G; for every derivation of G we build a, the syntax tree for it, with nodes labeled by terminals, nonterminals or E in the following way. Let S=>W~J...=>W,.*W with Wi~(V,UC)', WEC*. The root of the tree has label S.
For i= 1, 2, . . . . r, let wi=xAiBi (xEC*, AiEVN, Big I';) and Ai~Xicci, the production, such that wi+ I = XXiBiCli (XiEC*, CXiE Vg). Thus, we can assume that for eachj6i every symbol in wj is a label of some node: hence, there is a node labeled by Ai. Suppose that Closures (transitive and reflexive, transitive) and r applications of acLev) are denoted by *(*, Lev), a(+' Lev), *('v Lev), respectively. The relation jcLev) is contained in a* and clearly, L(G)= (xEC* 1 S=Z-(**~~")X}.
The following results, which are similar to the well-known properties, are proved in [2] .
Lemma 5.10. For every BCF grammar G, there is an E-free BCF grammar G1 such that L(G,)=L(G)-(8). If EEL(G), there is a BCF grammar G'=(P', C, P', S') such that L(G')= L(G); the only production in G' with E at the right-hand side is S)+E and s' does not occur on the right-hand side of any production in G'.
Theorem 5.11. For every BCF grammar G such that s+!L(G), there is an equivalent grammar whose productions are either of the form A+a where @ET ' with (c1/< 2 or A-+a and a is a terminal (called BCF normal form).
By definition obviously every BCF language is letter-equivalent to a context-free language. Thus, from the well-known results Statement 5.12 follows.
Statement 5.12. For every BCF language, the set Y(L) is semilinear (where Y is the Parikh mapping). A language over a unary alphabet is a BCF language zfand only tfit is regular.
The family of languages generated by BCF grammars is called P&9.
The class Y3 of regular languages is contained in Tg,,.
Statement 5.13. _Ygyp is closed under union, alphabetic homomorphisms (possibly erasing) and reverse homomorphisms.
Consider the operator n: z(v) = { w w is a permutation of v} mapping a string onto 1 all its permutations.
Then let n(L)= {~(x)lx~L}.
Statement 5.14. The family .JZ'~,, is closed with respect to 7~.
A first relation between BCF grammars and queue automata is given by the following statement.
Statement 5.15. Let L be a language in _YgWF, then L is recognized by a queue automaton with 3 states.
Next, we give a periodicity property for Yaws. First we introduce some operations on ordered sets of strings. 
. , y,).
Since m is associative, it is possible to define WZ(~_, y, z_)=m(@, J), z_)= ~$5, c( y, z_)). In fact, the language L, of Example 5.5 belongs to 2gyy but it is obviously not context-free. Conversely, the context-free language L = {a"bn) n > 0} is not in Tgus by virtue of Statement 5.17.
Remark. If we consider extended BCF grammars which allow also productions with regular expressions on the right-hand side and accordingly, we extend the definition of derivation, we can generate a class of languages wider than Ydus. For instance, the grammar G=( {A, B, C}, (a, b}, (S-+(aB)*, B-+C, C+b}, S) generates the language {a"b"(n>,O} which is not in YdVs. The string a2 b2 is intuitively obtained by the derivation S*aBaB * a2BC + a2C2 * a2bC * a2b2. Also the language of finite palindromes of Theorem 4.3 is in this extended BCF class. Since the languages generated by extended BCF grammars are also semilinear, it follows that their family is strictly included by the type 1 BF family.
Note also that the "Copy" language {UCU~UE(U, b}*}$%&,.
Statement 5.19. LY#,, is not closed with respect to the intersection with regular languages.
Statement 5.20. Li?dI is not contained in YaWF.
We conclude by a homomorphic description of 9990 (and real-time FJYO) languages which links the BF generative theory of this section and the preceding queue automaton definitions.
Theorem 5.21. A language L is recognized by a queue automaton $and only ij there exist a BCF language B, a regular language R and an alphabetic homomorphism h such that L= h(BnR).
Proof. Let L= L(M), with M=(Q, .X, r, 6, qo, Z, F) being a queue automaton recognizing by empty queue (see Statement 3.2). By Statement 3.3 we can build an automaton M'=(QuQ', C, fur', 6', qo, Zo, F) equivalent to M that never holds on the queue. Now we define a BCF grammar G=( VN, C', P, S) with V, =TuT', C'= {(a, A, B) 1 ECU(E); A, B~rur'u {E}>, and the set P of productions defined in the following way. 
(qi, (a, A, B)) iff (qj, D, (S, BB))EG'(qi, a, A). Let R = L(M") and let h be the projection of C' on its first component (ECU(E)
). We will prove that L=h(BnR). Suppose w = VUXEL with x, VEC* and UEC. Hence, it is (qO, w, Z,) F+ (qi, ax, y); thus, suppose by induction that Z0 *z u"? where h(v")= v and that qiE~"(qO, v"). We distinguish two cases. A', B) . Thus, w"ELnR and h(w")=w. The converse is obvious. 0
Theorem 5.22. If a language L is recognized by a real-time queue automaton, there exists a BCF language B, a regular language R and an E-free homomorphism h such that L=h(BnR).
Proof. Let M be a real-time queue automaton. Obviously, the corresponding automaton M' that never holds the queue is not a real-time automaton.
However, the productions of the BCF grammar G constructed in the previous theorem have a terminal on the right-hand side if and only if they correspond to a move of M' that shifts the input. Hence, the elements that occur in L(G) are of the type (a, A, B), with UEC, A, BE~u~'u{E}, and h is nonerasing. 0
Remark. Let M be an automaton with k queues and set of states Q, we can build an equivalent automaton M' that shifts on all the queues at every move by using 2k 1 Q I states. A hold move on a queue is simulated by complete turns of all the queues. Thus, by using arguments similar to the previous ones, we can prove the following corollary.
Corollary 5.23. A language L is recognized by an automaton with k queues if and only if there exist k BCF languages Bi, a regular language R and a homomorphism h such that L= h(BInB2n...nBknR).
If L is a real-time language, then h is E-free.
Conclusion
FIFO queues are not widely studied in the literature of automata theory. Some noticeable exceptions are provided by [S, 6, 19, . . .]. Here we have considered the class of the automata provided with several queues. In particular, we focused attention on recognition in quasi-real-time and mainly, but not exclusively, on deterministic machines.
Closure properties, counting capabilities and undecidability results have been given, somewhat completing and generalizing the previous results [4, 5, 11, 201 . Also, it has been shown that the number of queues increases the recognition power of deterministic queue automata providing an infinite hierarchy. This is in contrast with the nondeterministic case, where two queues are equivalent to any number of queues. The hierarchy theorem has also been useful to derive several other negative results on the power of queue automata.
The containment relations among various families of languages are summarized in Fig. 3 . JVZ?&~ is strictly contained in JV"%&~ and is not comparable with _!k,? since the language {xycyx /x, y~(a, b}*} .
IS in _%WZ but not in JVZJ&'~ [18].
Going further along the way of relating queue automata with the more traditional theory of pushdown automata, we defined breadth-first grammars as those grammars whose derivations are such that the least recently produced nonterminal symbol must be rewritten first by appending the nonterminal part of the right-hand side of the used production at the end of the sentential form. We showed that any language accepted (in quasi-real time) by an automaton provided with k queues is the (a-free) homomorphic image of the intersection of k languages generated by a breadth-first grammar with a regular language. This result somewhat parallels the classical ChomskySchtitzenberger theorem on the characterization of context-free languages. In conclusion, we believe that the class of queue automata is worth more attention than it received till now and we hope to have moved a few steps towards a deeper understanding thereof.
Appendix. Complete proof of Theorem 4.3
We sketch below a 2-tape automaton M, with C={a, b, c}, that recognizes LPJ. The memory alphabet r is the union T,u{l}, with r1 = {u I u is an array of J elements of the type vj = 0, + , -, 1 <j<J); the element z of r is such that Zj= 0 for each j. The state set Q is the set {qo, ql, qzr qe, qf}u{ (qiy t), where i= 1,2 and t is an array of J elements of the type tj = + , + + , -, --} u{ (qiy u, t), where u and t are both defined as above and i= 1, 2). _ all components U, of U, with id r <j are different from 0. _ a switching from + to -"marks" the points of relative maximum in w in the sense that u,-1 = + , u, = -meaning that n, 2 n, for every s with s < r, and n, > n,, 1. Initially, the two tapes contain the symbol z and the input is a string x = wcw', with w~(a, b}*, w'~(a, b, c}*. The first character of w is b. Since in the first phase the second tape contains just one symbol, we refer, in this phase, to the contents of the second tape as u assuming that at each move it is scanned and suitably restored into the tape.
When reading the first symbol of w-a b-the first tape is left unchanged, whereas the contents of the second one are initialized to u defined as u1 = +, ui=O for each i> 1.
After that, while reading a"', n, v's are stored into the first tape such that v1 = +, Vi = 0 for i > 1. Thus, if after reading the substring ban', n, > 0, the contents y1 and y2 of the two tapes are as shown in Fig. 4 . When reading the second b of w, if IZ~ ~0 (i.e. the current character of y1 is other than z), it is set as u1 = -, u2 = + in the second tape (the remaining u;s are left to 0); instead, if n, =0 (i.e. y1 contains just the initial symbol z), it is set as u1 =O, uz = +; in both cases the contents of the first tape are unaffected.
Consider now the reading of a"*. Let u be the current character of yl. Initially, it is v2 = 0. Thus, for each scanned a, an array v' is appended to y1 such that I& = +, vi = Vi for every i#2 and y1 is shifted. This procedure is repeated until either an2 has been completely scanned, or a v is found with v2 ~0. This means that n2 3 n, : in such a case n2 -n, v's are appended to y1 with v2 = +, vi=0 for every i other than 2.
When reaching the next b, ~ if y1 consists just of the single character z, this means n, = n2 = 0. In such a case u is set as u3= +, Ui=O for any i#3; _ if v#z and u2 =O, i.e. n, >n2 20, then ug is set to + and the other components of u are left unaffected; ~ if u#z and u2#0, i.e. n2>nl, then ug is set to +, u2 to -, and, if ui#O, u1 is set to +. While reading the portion an3 of w, we apply the same procedure. In particular, when the b following a"' is scanned, if n3 2 max {n 1, n2} (i.e., if the current character u is such that v3 is other than 0), then this fact is recorded by putting u4= +, u3 = -, and, if u2 was other than 0, then by setting u2 itself to +. The same procedure is repeated until the whole w has been scanned.
When the c following w is read, if nj>nj-1 and Uj_l= -, then Uj_1 is set to +. Finally, the state of the automaton is commuted to ql. After w has been completely scanned, yi is a string of n, arrays (where I is such that 1 <I <j and ni 6 n, for each i, with 1~ i<j) and, for every i there are just ni arrays with Ui= +. Figure 5 illustrates the shape of y1 after the reading of w.
The single element u of the second tape is of the type of Fig. 6 . It is arranged in such a way that ~ ifn1=n2=...= ni_l=O, ni#O, then ~l=~2=...=ni_1=0, Ui#O. _ ifj denotes the number of b's in w, then uj#O and Uj+1=uj+2=...=~J=0. _ all components u, of u, with i&r <j, are other than 0. _ a switching from + to -"marks" the points of relative maximum in w in the sense that u~_~= +, u,= -, means that n,.>n, for every sdr, and n,>n,+l. Figure 7 sketches a possible set of relations between the exponents nk's, which is compatible with the shape of u illustrated in Fig. 6 . To summarize, the behavior of the automaton during the first phase is defined in 
Second phase
The second phase is devoted to checking whether w' = a"; b.. .ba"ib equals wR or not, and is organized as follows. First, nj is recorded into y1 in the following way: for every character a of the input stream, one element u of y1 is read. Correspondingly, an element u' is defined as follows: vi = Ui for every i #j, U; = 0 if Uj = +, u> = -if Vj = 0. If vj= -, this means that nj> nj and the machine halts in an error state. Then, v' is appended to y1 only if it is other than z. Thus, after reading a";, y1 contains n < n, arrays. Precisely, if I #j, then n = nI; instead, n <n, if I =j and nj_ 1 < nj. In this case, let t be the greatest integer for which U,= -: if nj_1 <n, then n = n,; otherwise, n = ytj_ 1. Furthermore, let kj be the number of elements v' that have been stored into y1 with the jth component set to 0. Then, nj -kj elements of y1 have the jth component equal to + and ni-kj have the jth component equal to -: the check for equality between mj = nj-kj and ml= n;-kj is postponed to a procedure to be explained later. In particular, note that if j= I and x is in LP,, then kj = nj = ni and all jth components of yr are 0.
When reading the b following a";, Uj is set to 0 and y1 is left unaffected. If Uj-1 is +, i.e. nj_r is not the maximum of {nl, . . . , nj}, the previous procedure is repeated when reading a "& 1 b and so on until a t is found such that u, = -, i.e. n, > n, + 1 and It, 3 nh for each h < t (see Figs. 6 and 7)5. At this point we verify that n, = n; and for each I, with t<r<j, n,=ni by applying the following parallel bisections procedure, which is described next.
5 If this never occurs, we are in the particular case where n, <n2 < ." < nj and the final checking for equality between w' and wR can be easily performed by verifying that at the end of reading y, is just z. lows. First, the special symbol I is appended to yl. Then y1 is scanned at a "double speed" with respect to the input tape, i.e. for each a read from the input two arrays v and dare read from yl, while a single v' is appended to it, i.e. y1 is "halved". In doing so the first p -2 components of v and v-are copied into two respective arrays stored in the second memory tape (for future handling). Instead, the precise rules for "halving" the indexes mi and rn: are given in Fig. 9 , where the t-component of the state (4, z, t) denotes the array of remainders. In this figure _ v 1 p (~'1 p) denotes the array of the first p -2 components of v (u') if it is different from z; otherwise it denotes E. _ the components of v', t', t" are given in Table 1 . Here the word "any" is used as an abbreviation for the statement: "no matter what the value of the referred variable, the values of the other variables are given by the corresponding row". The pairing of symbols +, -and + +, --in single cells is again a natural short notation to avoid the replication of similar rows. The symbol -is a "no care" symbol used to avoid the splitting of the table into two different parts (one referring to v' and t' and one referring to t"). 6 When the procedure is used for the first time, n' equals n; and p and s are, respectively, t + 1 and j. n is as specified earlier. Table 1 Choose top or bottom symbol in each case At the end of the first pass, i.e. after the complete scanning of the n' arrays of yi, two cases are possible.
(1) Y = 1: This is detected by the fact that an array of type u is followed in y1 by the marker I instead of the corresponding array u'. In this case we read a single character a from the input, the array u and the marker I from the queue, and we write I on the queue, recording in a state component the value of v. (2) r=O: This is detected by having read an even number of elements in yr when reaching I, which is simply copied back into the queue with no need for recording any extra v.
Thus, the automaton has entered a configuration with yi consisting of [n/2] arrays, [mi/2] of them having a + in the ith component and Cm:/21 of them having a -in the same component.
The original input has reduced the n' a's to n'-[n/2] -r, which equals [n/2] iff n = II'. In yz u is followed at most by n arrays which store the first p -2 components of the arrays composing y1 at the beginning of the procedure. yz will then remain unaffected until the end of the procedure.
At this point we check for each i the equality si = s: by verifying that ti is 0, or + +, or --. In the negative case mi # rni, and the string is rejected. In the positive case the previous "halving process" is repeated with [n/2], [n'/2], [mi/2] and [m:/2] replacing, n, n', mi and m:, respectively, until either an error is found, or y1 is reduced to just I; the whole input portion of n' a's is consumed, and the t-component of the state is just z. This guarantees that n = n' and mi = rn: for each i, with p < i < s.
In more detail, in the case where the state is (q, I, t), with ti = + +, then during the reading of the queue we find an array v such that vi = 0 and we set vi = + and ti = + .
Such a v is certainly found before reaching the symbol I because a remainder other than 0 is found only if vi = 0. The behavior of the automaton in such a case is specified in Fig. 10 , where the transitions from state (q, z, t') are omitted since (apart from the check ti ~0, + +, --) they are similar to the case of state (q, I, t), until ti# + +, --for every i. Table 2 . 0 denotes any character).
End of parallel bisections procedure
After having applied the parallel bisections procedure for the first time with p = I + 1 <s =j, the automaton is in a configuration where y1 contains just the symbol I and y2 is as in Fig. 11 .
At this point the character b is read from the input tape, I and u are read from y1 and y2, respectively. Then the array u', with u; = 0 and UL = &, for h #I, is stored into yl. In this way the automaton reaches a configuration that is of the same type as at the beginning of the second phase, with y1 and y2 commuted (apart from the fact that the Zth, ,jth components of the array are all 0 and totally irrelevant). Table 2 u Thus, the second phase proceeds by alternating the storing of -symbols into the queue to record the numbers rn: (during this phase the arrays which become z are not stored anymore into the queue) and by the parallel bisections procedure whenever a group a"; is encountered such that &Q ni for h < i and ni > ni+ r (this is marked by the fact that u,,~ = -).
I-
Eventually, when the last group is scanned, i.e. we reach an i such that nl<n2d . ..<ni>ni+l. the automaton must read the last b of the input string exactly when the contents of y1 (or y2, depending on how many times the two tapes have been exchanged) is just z, in which case the input string is accepted.
